PROF. LOBSANG TENZIN RAKDHO
Lobsang Tenzin Rakdho, DTM, was born in 1956, near Chamdo in Eastern Tibet. At age 3, he
was recognized by Takpo Dorje Chang, a renowned Lama, as the reincarnation of Rakdho
Rinpoche of Ganden Cho Khor Monastery. He received his formal monastic education at an
early age and secretly continued to find teachers even during the peak of the Cultural Revolution.
From 1974 until 1979, he studied Tibetan medical theory and practice under the great master
Kunga. In 1979, Professor Rakdho Lobsang Tenzin continued his studies at Lhasa Mentsekhang
with renowned scholars, such as Toru Tsenam Rinpoche and Lobsang Wangchuck in linguistics,
Buddhist
philosophy,
Astrological
Science
and
Tibetan
Medicine.
From 1983 to 1985, Professor Rakdho was engaged in collection, research and publication of
rare Tibetan medical, history and Buddhist texts. In 1986, he was the editor of the Tibetan
People’s Publication, in the Tibetan Autonomous Region. From 1987 to 1992, he also worked as
a lecturer at the Tibetan Astro Medical College, Himachal in India, teaching Tibetan medical
theory and practice, as well as, linguistics, Astrological Sciences and Buddhist philosophy.
Professor Rakdho taught at the Department of Tibetan Medicine at the Central Institute of Higher
Tibetan Studies (CUTS), in Sarnath, Varanasi from 1993 to 1996. Subsequently, he was honored
as the Senior Lecturer, and in 1998, was appointed as a Professor of Tibetan Medicine. He was a
visiting professor at Indiana University during the year 2009. Currently, he is the Dean of the
Sowarigpa Department and teaches, conducts research, and treats patients at the CUTS medical
clinic. He has manufactured more than 100 different medicines and continues to research and
guide students in drug design research.
Dr. Lobsang Tenzin was elected as a chairman of Central Council of Tibetan Medicine and
serving the same from 2016.
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